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Àbslract: - T\is paper pres€nts the Heterogeneous Network QoS Evaluation Tool. This tool should help to
manage technical influences on the system and alÌow the consumer/user to €valuate real applications and
seÍvices fiom a qualitative point ofview. It simulates úe behaviour ofa real network with úe tÌansmission of
real data like vidêo sheams. We tested our tool using Mpeg2 and Mpeg4 video tÍansmissions over Real Time
Protocol. We aìso propose a method for validating this tool by measuring the distance between its results and
reaÌ networks results.
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I Introduction
The rapid advances Íec€ntly in mobile devices,
wireless networking, and rnessaging technologies
have given mobile users aÍì excess of choices to
access service contents [9]. Unfortunately, all these
devices and pÍotocols, such as Palm PDAS, cell
phones with WiÍeless Application Protocol (WAP)
or Short Message Service (SMS) and Digital Video
Broadcast (DVB) do not communicate with each
other easily. FoÌ example, the nature of wireless
lntemet, or the haditional Intemet is very different
from Digital Video Broadcast.

In other words, new communication systems
propos€d for hetercgeneous envircnments use many
of úe existing network communication systems to
perform convergent services over het€rogeneous
networks.

Heterogeneous networks project management
has to coordinate multiple technologies, interfaces,
vendors and materials. These chaÍacteriíics make
the iníÌastructuÍe and business modeì design more
difficult. Quality of Service (QoS) vâlidation is also
very hard to perfom [8].In most cases, mock-ups (a
usually full-sized scale model ofa structure, used foÍ
demonstration, stud, or testing) do not present real
applications (audio and video) and network
performance r€quirements (delay, jitter, bandwidth)
to üetwork, application or büsiness analysts [7].

In this case, we need a tool that will allow the
evaluarion of QoS paÍameÌers of Ìhe various
networks and seÍvices in the mobile environment

[5,2,1]. This tool should help to mânage technìcal
influences on the system, including other system
pÍrameters, equipment models, terminals and

middleware. When used with mock-ups of the
s€rvices. it allows the consumer/us€r to evâlüâte reâl
applications and services. The tool also provides
güidelin€s about user b€haviour, expectations and
acceptability of mobile âpplications.

Howevet we need to validate this tool. We
should measure úe distance between úe simulation
and úe real network. This paper presents a method
for measuring tbis distance.

This papeÌ is organized as follows. In the next
section we describe the environment wh€re w€
focus our work; in section 3 ìÀr'e examine the issues
about evaluatinB end-Ìo-end convergenl services
over heterogeneous networks; in section 4 we
describe the project decisions; in section 5 we
present the Evaluation Tool; in section 6 we present
the expeÍiments with video tmnsmìssions using the
Evaluation Tool; in section 7 we describe the
performance measurements and in section 8 we
describe a method for measuring the simulation
distanc€. FinallÍ in th€ last section, we dra.\',/ some
considerations.

2 Environment
The main downstream path of convergent
heterogeneous seúices, mainly video streaming
with a high content of data, metâ-data and
intemctivity possibilities, comes through Digital TV
syst€m DVB, named DVB-T (Tenesrial) and DVB-
H (for handhelds) [ó]. The reason for úis choice is
its huge capability for transmitting digital content
downstream. There is, of course, an IP-IIEADEND
to pÍovide IP content to be transmìtted over the
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DVB channel. The receiver itself has some

capabilities for reception of v?rÍious sourc€s. Hybrid
receivers will be receiving data from the DTV
channel but can, if it is not available, receive data

fiom the mobile netwoÌk. In this case, enough

bandwidth must b€ grânted but, above all, the
transition íÌom one channel to the other must occur
without notice, oÍ with minor consequ€nces for the
consumer. When ínoving the mobile receiver th€rc

is a channel switch. named handover, which is
called horizontâl ifdone fÌom one cell to another of
úe same technology and vertical if fiom one

technolog/ to another: the handover must happen

without the participation ofúe consumer, for whom
it must be tmnsparent.

When watching a TV program or gamin& the
consumer would interact with úe servic€ and there

should be a Íetum channel, a channel foÍ th€

interaction information. This retum channel, usually
created over the mobile network becaüse of its
unique UNICAST capability, will play an important
Ìole when the services need quick answerc fiom the
service provider. The connection câpability, úe time
to connect snd úe service provider reach ability
over the various networks through which the
information needs to travel and, on the otheÍ hand,

the time that the consumer feels that the action has

taken, aÌe some of the parameters of quality of
service - QoS.

Each úetwork will be playing its own role on the
overâll service delivery. The Intemet will be used

many times in this paú, fÌom any service pÍovider,
service creator, video streaminS, retum channel and

so on. A model for this environment is sho*'Ìr in
figure l.

Figüre l: Environment Model

A new era ofcommunication has begun, not only
for the communication processes themselves but
also mainly for the new consumers that th€ market
brings to business every day. This new environment
is creating solutions for problems not even

imaginable a couple ofyears ago.
These new services arÌd their potential

consumers aÍe not well known, or not known at all,
to the potentiâls vendo$, service providers, etc. The

sets of stakeholdeÉ [4], infrashuctuÌe, equipments,
possible coütents and so on arg too complex and too
expensive to be experimented in laboratories.

ln this environment, with so many variables,
rhere must be a way lo leam before doing an)
mistakes. The way one can find is to simulate, to
€mulate, to create a vr'ay to leam what the consumet

wili like and, if possible, how much he would pay

for a set of services with a given quality.
The environment wheÍe vadous neÍworks s€we

as the infrastrucfurê for streaming data, n€ws
information, video and TV cont€nt, interactivity and

mobility need to be integÌated with tlÌe end-to-end
quality perception. End-lo-end in its real meaning.

not from one border to anotheÌ of a single network;
th€ complete set of intemal n€twork QoS paramete$
have to be integÍated ând the consumer must b€ the
main €nd.

The end úat wilì pay the bill will decide when a
service is worth it. This quality perception has to be

measuÍed againsl úat promised when the service
viras sold. There is an agreement - the Service Level
Agreement (SLA) - where qualig in its many ways
will be confÌonted to úe expectations of the client.
Th€ human factor study is, in this sense, the better
r€turning investrnent in the project. lvhoever knows
better ìrúat to sell to v"ho will be iÍ business for a

much longer time.
An Evaluation tool that can bring some "Íeality"

to the test enviÌonment will bÍing light to the
consumer needs and expectations on whatever
service one could imagine. Prototyping úe seÍvìce
in a local area netwoÍk is far cheaper than the real
implementation, even in â restricted area or lab.
Using mobile equipmen! úe consumer vr'ill fe€l like
the service is reâl providing that the evaluation tool
can bring even the technical QoS problems to the
s€rvice. The Evaluâtion Tool concept is in figure 2.

Figurc 2: Evaluation Tool Concept.

The concept is to give to the Evaluation Tool the
real, measured or simulâted, QoS pârameters and
get, at the oonsumer end, the quality results to be

€valuated by úe consumerpoint ofview.

3 Service Design ând
Assessment Service D€sign

Quality
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All stakeholders in such a heterogeneous
environment have their o\tn QoS parameters and
SLAS or contracts. The mâin pÍoblem is that the
consumer does not need nor want to knoì/,/ who does
what, who is the responsible for any lack ofquality.
A lack of quality in any paú ofthe chain is equally
responsible foÍ the lack of quality of the overall
service. The only SLA that really matters is the one
seen by the consumer, Intemâl QoS param€ters oÍ
any oúeÍ problem with technicâl equipment, traffic
problems, billing, etc are not to be addÍessed by or
with the consumer.

The design of any new seÍvice must comply wiú
the existing infrastructure and must be evaluated
using, ifpossible, the real enviíonment. Such type of
evaluation is often not feasible oÍ too expensive to
be implemented. Considering this, the meÍe
existence of an evaluation tool would be a necessity.

Using such tool, a consumü cân try a complex
service using a mock-up with the added quality
problem that the given network infrâstructur€ will
have; this network infmstructure could even be one
that does not €xist or is still in plânning. This way
thê consumer would have a "Íeal feeling" of the
seÍvic€s. It would be inexpensive to knoÌ,v the
consumer in advance.

4 Design decisions
Th€ idea of the Evaluation Tool is to route Instìnct
tÍaflìc 13l. primariìy MPEC2 streams. from a service
provider machine to a user terminal, emulating on
the process the QoS parameters (such as packet loss,
delay etc) ofthe real netwoÍks it is substiÍuting, in a
way that such tlamc appears to the end user the
same way it would appeaÍ if it were rout€d through
all the real networks.

This idea requires a net\Àorl emulalion engine as

the coÌe of the tool. This engine would be controlled
by a graphical user interface (GUI) that would
pÌovide exhâ services like time-based va ation of
param€ters and advanced configJration options on
top of it.

The first network emulation engine considered
was OpNet [0], OpNet is a powerful network
simulâtor that was already being used by the Instinct
Project [3] to design and simulate complex
intemetwoÍking scena.ios. OpNet has the advantage
of presenting pre-designed components that model
vinually any nelworking equipmenl. It is very
powerful and highly rocommended, though v€íy
expensive also. The problem is that, although
capable of calculating complex networking models,

OpNet is not capable ofdoing real-time simulations.

This can be explained by undeÍstanding the
simulation process. A network simulator calculates
âll opemtions thaÍ happen inside network elements
such as routers and determines by these calculations,
the tim€ at which €ach packet arrives at its
d€stination. In order to do a real simulation for a
complex network in real time, it would be necessary
to have the computing poweÍ of all elemeÍts of the
nenvoÍk together. As this is far too expensive and
not Íealistic, simulators slow down time and

compute âll operations for this simulated tim€. Thus,
€ach simulâted second can tâke minutes to calculate,
depending on the pÍocessing power oí the host

Our tool, however, has to receive real video
packets in one netwoÍk interface, delay úem for the
âmount of time that a real set of inteÍ-networks
would and send them out on another nêtwork
inteÍface. The amount of time available for
processing a single packet considering high speed
networks, is not enough foÍ â complex simulator like
OpNet to complete all necessary calculations, so
OpNet simply does not implement such feature.

Another impoltant netvr'ork simulator, esp€cially
in the scientific coÍünunity, is NS2 [12]. NS2 is, âs

its website says, "a discrete event simulator targeted
at netrvorking res€aÌch". It is fieely available and
also much used in networking Íesearch. Its models
aÌe not so comprehensive, and it is more complex to
Iearn and use. As a simulator, NS2 works in a
similar way as OpNet, but it has one advantage:
there is a real-time mode. NS2 can communicate
wiú the host machine's network interfaces aÍìd
exchange packets to and from the simulation
€nvironment. In order to emulate a netwoÌk in this
way, NS2 has to perform all calculations in real-
time. This is done by simplifuing packet treatment,
not reading inside too many headers, etc, but even so
it cannot cope with high speed data rates. Tests
report the use of this scheme to emulate networks
with râtes at the order of kilobits per second, and our
needs go way beyond tliat to tens of megabits peÍ
second. This made it clear for us that using
simulatois to emulate networks wouÌd not be
possible, and we had to search for pure n€twork
emulating with pre-calcülated paúmeters.

Among the nefwoÍk emulators available on the
Intemet, NistNet [11] is pÌobably ú€ best known. It
runs on top of a Linux machine allowing it to act
over passing tramc in order to emulate several
different networking conditions. This is done by
adding delays to packets, dropping packets,
duplicâting packets, etc, ns commanded by the user
thÍough a CLrl. lt is possible to add differeít
parameters to diffeÌent flows of datâ, determined by
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souÍce and destination addÍesses Hâving pre_

calculated network QoS Parameters, we would be

able to input them into NistNet and emulate that
particular n€twork.

Unfortunately, NistNet sources have been

unmaintained for úe last three years ât l€ast, so it
takes a lot of effort to get to the end of a complete

installation. There are many undocumented
problems with it that had to be figured out one by

one, with the aid of user email lists, esp€cially the

üeed to have maÍy Linux source Pâckages installed

on úe system. There were also kemel ve$ion
compatibility problems.

One possible solution for the problem wouÌd be

to have different instances of the kemel, each one

doing its oìtú routing, with its own netwÕrk

interfaces. This is possible úrough the UML Project.

UML stands for UseÍ-Mode Linux - a Linux viÍual
machine that runs as a user Process on top of a real

machine [4].
Arnong the maty projects built on top of UML

one of paÌticulaÌ intercst for us is \4\{UML _ Virtuâl
Network User-Mode Linux [15], built by the
Technical UÍiversity of Madrid. This project makes

use of UML virtual machines in oÍder to create â
viÍtuâl network topologr described by an XML file
It creates Ethemet bridges between the virtual
machines, thaï appeaÍ to th€m as rcal netwoÍk
segments.

Being able to boot the virtual machines and test

connectivity between them and the host (the real

machine tbat is ruaning the virtual on€s), ouÌ flÌst
challenge was to Íoute packets úrough the virtual
machines. The first idea was to simply add a route to
some destination thrcugh one of úe viÍtual
machineJ network interface. This would not worlq
however, because the d€stination netwoÍk of úe
packets wÍrs a locally connected network, so kemel
would route the packets directly to úe extemal
intEÍface connected to it. In oÌder to solve this
problem, we still needed more than one routing table

in the kemel.
That is when we caÍne across Linux Advanced

Routing, also known as iproute2 ü61. This is a

complete and very powerful networking architectuÍe
lhat has been implemented in Linux lemeìs rersions
2.2 a d,Jp, but is rarely used. Linux users usually
lype route, arp and ifonfg commands, which have

been maintained for backwards compatibility, but
âre only wÌappers foÍ the new ? suite of commands

This aÌchitectue provides means to create separate

routing tables and rules (via tp rule) to tell the kemel
when to consult them. We used it to create rules

telling the kemel to consult a certain table only when

a pdçket comes ftom a certain interface. In this table

we wor.rld tell the kemel to route packets through the
virtual machines. As it came out of the virtual
network, the packet would be rerouted by the kemel,
only that now it would consult the local Íouting
Íable, that tells it to route the pack€t throuú one of
the extemal network interfaces.

DuÍing our research to soÌve this problem,
however, we came across a new piece of
information: the Linux kemel had already

incorpomted, as part of the ipÍoute2 architecture, a

queueing discipline called nelem [13], which adds

network emulation capabilities to outSoing queues

on network interfaces. If the Linux kem€l has this
capability, there is definitely no n€ed to use extemal
software like NistNet, especially if it is

unmaintained, so we decided to use it with VÌ\{UML
In figure 3 we can see the macro UML

Component Diagrarn of the Evaluation Tool. In this

component we have the UseÍ ÍnteÍface component,

th€ Control component and the Scripts component.

The User lnterface Component contains all úe user

inteÍface clâsses. Th€se classes are responsible foÍ
the ìnteraction with úe useÍs.

Figure 3 : ftML Component DiagÉm

The Control Component contains all the classes

responsible for the scripts manager. These classes

are respoÍsible for manager the network
information ând conhol úe scripts that Íun the
viÍual networks.

The Scripts component have all the scripts that
cr€ate the virtual netwoÌks and configure all
parametem. These scripts are responsible for
configur€, start and stop the virtual networks
developed using nerem and \4{UML.

5 Evaluation Tool
The Evaluation Tool provides the user with a testing
environment composed of ten virtual networks
(uínll,...,urnl5) (figure 4). Each one of these virtual
ÍeÍ\rr'orks can represent one of úe real netwoÍks in
the data pâth the user wants to study. The datâ path

is divided in two groups: forwaÍd path and return
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path, each ofthem containing five virtual networks.
The forward and Íetum paths are seÍial sequences of
networks that represent how the real networks ar€

distributed between a specific server and a specific
client.

Figure 4: Virtual Nefworks: Host Linux Box

In order to configure úe viÍtual networks, the
tool provides five diff€rent types of network
configurations. Each n€twork configuration has a
name (such as Broddcast Core Network, DVB
Backbone, DVB Transmitter, Mobiìe Access
Network and Telco Backbone Aspects) and an aÌray
ofQos parameters, and can be applied to any ofúe
ten virtual network interfaces. As of now, úe
available QoS paÌameters arc: packet delay (ms);
pack€t delay jitter (ms); packet drop (%); packet
duplication (%), and bândwidth.

When using the tool, the user hâs also to telÌ it
who úe two end machines are. The tool wìll have all
- and only - the packêts flowing between these two
addresses routed through the viÍual networks. These
packets will then be affected by the parâmeters
specified for each virtual network interface,
representing úe conditions of a real network. As a
result, the user is able to see the effects of these
networks on real trafric. This means that, inst€ad of
analyzing network simulation deÌay charts, the user
can just play a video streaÍn through the Evaluation
Tool aúd see the eff€cts on playback quality.

In oÍder to completely configuÌe the tool for
usage, the user has to follow these steps: (i) define
source and destination machines; (ii) configure
parameters in all n€twork configurations that will be
used; (iii) apply network configumtions to desired
inteÍfaces along the forward and return paths. The
Evaluation Tool interfac€ can be seen in figÌrre 5.

It is easy to see that configìrring all five
parameters for all five possible network
configurations, and afteÍ thât applying these
configumtions to all ten network interfaces can be a
tedious job. For úis reason, we hâve included an

XML conÍiguration file irnpoÍ facility. This file can

be easily generated lrom network simulation
environmeúts, allowing foÍ integration between QoS
paraÍneters geneÌation (simLìlators) and lheir usage

(Evaluation Tool). For exampl€, ifa network desìgn

team wishes to test the performance of a new
planned network, it generally uses a lot of
simulâtion before deploying it. Th€ data generâted
by simulation, however, is purely technical,
composed of traffic delay numbers at certain nodes,
queue sizes etc, For an end-to-end point of view
with real data, the team could assemble an XML file
with the technical data and upload it to the
Evaluation Tool, \'r'hich would show them the effects
of that particular simulation run with real data
passing througlt.

FiguÍe 5 : Evaluation Tool Interface.

AnotheÌ importânt featÌue of the Evalualion Tool
is t€mporai variation. As this tool was designed for
mobile ênvironm€nts testing, it has to be able
simulate mobility featürcs such as signal strengú
variation, losses of connectivity etc. These features
can be translated into TCP/P QoS parameterc if
their values can shift according to a predefined
function ov€r time.

6 Experiments
We tested our tool using Mpeg2 and Mpeg4 video
transmissions over Real Time Protocol (RTP)
without any cache or buffering. We did not use any
buffer at these tests because we really want to
understand very \rell how the buffeÍ size will affect
this early .esults in QoS foÍ videojitter and, on the
oúer hand, how it will affect the time respons€ for
continued intemction wiú the consumer. ln figure 6
we can see the Íesult of an Mpeg4 video
transmission where lhe nenrork paclel drop was
0. I %, the delay ìvas 1.5 ms aÍd the jiüer wâs 0.025
ms,

In figure 7 we can see an Mpeg2 video
transmission result with th€ same drop, delay and
j itter values.
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From figure 8 we can see úat there is no significant
difference between delays of the two first setups,
with zero or two virtual machines. There is,
however, a sigtificant increase in delay with four
and six vinual machines. âs long as an increase in
delay variaÍion, which carì be interpreted as delay
jitter. The consolidated data cân be seen in fguÍe 9.

Figure 9: Average and Stâúdard Deviation for

7 Performance Measurements
During our exp€riments, we noted that sometimes
the results were not as clean (video qualify) as they
should be with all parameters set to zero. This could
be du€ to úe intooduction of several virtual networkJ
along the dala path. In an experimert to measure this
interference, we sent approximately 4000 ICMP
echo request (ping) packets to a neighbour host,
measuring the totál round-hip time until the ICMP
echo reply câÍne bâck. The experiment was Íepeated
on four different setups: no virtual machine (the
standalone Linux kemel), hvo, four ând six virtual
machines in the datâ path. The results aÌe in Figure
8.

Measured Packet Delay

8 Simulation Distance
Th€ purpose of the Evaluation Tool is to pÍoduce
qualitatively the saÌne Íesllts as a Íeal n€t\rork in
terms of Quality of Service. As we are mainly
focused on the user perception of Quality of Service,
this means that the results produced by the
Evaluâtion Tool must be úe same dats that would
have traveled thÌough a whole netwoÍlq such as an
audio or video stÌeam, for exaÍnple. It is impoÍant,
howev€r, to know ifand how much these results ãe
reliable.

The process of measuring the Evaluation Tool's
simulation distance íiom a real network is depicted
in Figure 10. Vy'e can see that this distance is ofa
qualitative type and is obtaiÍÌed by comparison of
the video tÍaces generated by experiments on the
real network aÍld using the Evaluation ïool. This
comparison is made over a qualitative scale such as
(much vorse, ü)orse, same, betler, m ch beííer).

In order to obtain the video (or audio) trace,
however, the Evaluation Tool needs as input the

QoS paramete$ of the netwoÌk it is (qualitatively)
simulating. These parameters can be obtained fiom
the real network itself. If the real network is not
available, however, thê QoS parameters can be
obtained from a network simulator. Th€ n€twork
simülatoÌ takes as input a network model and a
network load, producing quantitative data that
represent the network behavior, It is possible to
compare the QoS results obtained fiom a netwoÍk
simulator with úose obtained fÌom a Íeal netwoÍk,
producing a quantitative distance that chaÌacteriz€s

Figurc 6: Mpeg4, DÍop = 0.1%, Delay: 1.5 ms and
Jiner = 0.025 ms

Figure 7: Mpeg2, Drop = 0.lo%, Delay = 1.5 ms and
Jitter = 0.025 ms

Figur€ 8 | MeasuÍed roundìÍip time for ICMP
€cho packets
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the simulator. The QoS pârameters are then fed to
the Evaluation Tool together with the original video
trace ìn ordeÌ to obtain the r€sults-

4. the quantitative distânce d(R,S) is obtain€d
by the formula in (l).

d(R,s) =
(&H"y S l,b,)'z + Gd,q - Sd,.)' + (Rtí,.. - S,t,,",f í)

where all values are normalized.

the qualitative distance d(&E) is obtained
by first comparing boú video traces on the
scale presented above and then attributing
numeric values for the categoÍies âs follows
(table l):

6. the finaÌ distance is obtained by coÍnbining
boú qualitative and quantitative distances
in the formula below:

d(R, sE) = dG,s)' + d@,8)t (2)

The qualitative part of this method should be
Íepeated many times wiú differcnt users in order to
obtain smooth and statistically significant values.

AnotheÍ way to measure the distânce between
the Real Network results and the Evaluation Tool
íesults is !o capture the quantitative information
about delay, drop and jitteÍ in both sides (figure 1 1).

G; r",.,i*r ì (ffi)
\,/\---- -l

\ l/ -- 
QoaliEriv. Dkbrc<tI

Figure I l: M€asure the quantitative and qualitâtive
distânoe

NdôIÌ ocrd + simllãro.

*-'--.....úJ"*

Figure l0: Process ofmeasuring the Evaluation
Tool's simulation distance

We now have úe qüalitative distance between
the real network and úe network simulator, and also
the quantitative distance between the real n€twoÍk
and the Evaluation Tool. By combining these two
distances, vr'e obtain úe simulating distaíce betwe€n
the reâl network and the simulator,/Evaluation Tool
set. If it is an acc€ptable distance, we can now use
this combined tool to obtain a video trace
(qualitative result) directly from a network model,
without ne€ding the prcsence of a real physical
netwoÍk.

Th€ method used takes the following sreps:

l. an experiment (video streaming) is
perfoÍmed on ihe real network. The vid€o
trace and QoS paÌameters are recorded;

2. a model of the süne network, along with a
trâffic load profil€, is used in the simulator
to obtain other set of QoS parameters;

3, the paBmeters obtained from the network
simulator are used as inputs to the
Evaluation Tool. Anolher video sLrearning is
performed over the Evaluation Tool and the
video trrLce is recorded,

,/\

tE r.*- ì
-* I lr- l

- 
t -r--

'f-' h*''t'"

Oualitâtive value d(RJ)
1

0.5
Sâme 0
Better 0.5

much betteÌ

Tâble I - Convêrsion of quantitativê vâlues
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Delay, drop and jitter infomation is obtained
before the user terminal with a softv,'âÌe that traces
the content Íeception.

9 Considerations
This paper descdbed the Evaluation Tool and a
method for measuring the distance between the
Evaluation Tool results and real networks behavior.

The Evâluation Tool allows the evâluation of
QoS parameteÌs of various networks and allows the
consumer to evaluate real applications and services
from a quâlitative point ofview.

Tho simulation distance meúod is necessary to
validate the Evaluation Tool results, check if úe
Evaluation Tool results mãtch with Íeal network
results and Ìetum a quantitative information that
r€presents úis difference.

This paper descÍib€s an ongoing work. We are
applying úe method described here in experiments
with real users in order to assess úe Evaluation
Tool's usefirlness for the Instinct Project [3]
partneÍs.
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